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 (courtesy of Alcoa Cable Systems) Figure 7.2. End loading system for most sensitive discharge coils Two types of magnetic cables are used. The _slotline cable_ is a type of coated wire conductors, similar to those used in most telephone line connectors. As shown in Figure 7.3, a slotline cable is wound around the shield core for a convenient arrangement of several coil units (coil banks) in a small
amount of space. Slotline cables are used in many applications where the assembly must be compact. A large length of the slotline cable is stored in a coil bank when not in use. **Figure 7.3** Typical slotline cable The _plugcable_ is a type of coated wire conductors that are helically wound around the core. The plugs are more difficult to make and require more care in the manufacture. An example
is shown in Figure 7.4. **Figure 7.4** Typical plugcable cable Most slotline cable is made of insulated aluminum wire that is wound around the aluminum or steel magnetic shield core. These coils are typically composed of four-strand wire, although other coil sizes can be made, based on the use of the cable. The total number of coil turns on a coil bank is variable and can range from 50 to 350 turns.
The strength of a slotline cable is determined by the length of the slotline cable used. The shortest length is the part of the cable that is in coil banks. The rest of the length of cable can be attached to the shield core or installed in different ways. For example, a large length of slotline cable is usually unwound and then attached to the shield core to provide a long conductor. There can be a minimal gap in

the long length of slotline cable before it is attached to the shield core. 82157476af
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